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ABSTRACT
A simple rapid method is described for determining the spectrum of a surface field
{in spherical harmonics) from harmonic analysis of direct ( in Stu) measurements along great
circle arcs. The method is shown to give exe^llent overall tnrni^ `,smoothed spectra) to very
high degree from even a few short arcs of satellite data. Three examples are taken with
perfect measurements of satellite tracking over a planet made up of hundreds of point -masses
using ( 1) aitimetrie heights from a low orbiting spacecraft, (2) velocity ( range rate) residuals
between a low and a high satellite in circular orbits, and (^) range-rate data between a station
at infinity and a satellite in a highly eccentric orbit.
In particular, the smoothed spectrum of the Earth 's gravitational field is determined to
about degree 400(50 km half wavelength) from i° X 1° gravimetry and the equivalent of
11 revolutions of Geos 3 and Skylab altimetry. This measurement shows there is about
46 cm of geoid height (nns world-wide) remaining in the field beyond degre^ 18t).
'On leave of absence from the University of New Scwth Wales, Sydney, Australia.
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GRAVITATIONAL SPL'CfRA FROM DIRECT MEASURFAENTS
INTRODUCTION
The spectrum of a two-dimensional field in spherical harmonics is conveniently ex-
pressed by the so-called degree variances of its fluctuations. We demonstrate here that the
trend of the spectrum is far easier to find than the actrlal field. For example the anomalous
gravitational potential external to a planet can he written as:
T(r, 0, A)= µ	 It	 P (sin 0) (' , cos nix + S	 sin nix	 (1)Vill
=: m=U
where r is the distance to llle center of mass, R is the radius of the smallest spher, .•nclosing
all the mass, m and X are planet centered latitude and lon g itude, p is the planet's gaussian
mass, PQ»I are fully normahied associated Ictcndre poi%nonlials (IlCiSkallell and Moritz. IOth7,
p. 211 and ('Vill' SVIII are their associated coefficients. The potential degree variances are:
c
ou
( 
2
 (0111 + ti l'nl I
m=11
We note that this power spectrum (:old ethers simple related to It) is the same for any
choice of reference pole for the field. Potential fluctuations on any surface ttreat circle
always has I11aXllllutll wave number Q +,%Ith respect to the ( 2t? + I ) ten»s of that 'line' of the
spectrum.
I lic Illlern,Il density source 11,1 hoill Ihc- c0cinal 111-141 ,H If ,,	 1111111 r. ,.I
course not unique. liut the mass Integral rcpresenlation of tllc tn• hl 4:001k-cents together
with other physical evidence puts important consiraullson the source spectrum. hom
I lot ine, 1909, p. 159.
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Li(t^Qm' SQm 1 = ^i 2u I 1fr= (r/R) c!r f P p PQm (sill Q) Cos mX, y in mX M, (3)
where (1A is an a -ca element. p is the density and p is the Farth's average density. For
example. the severe radius factor in (3i means that the deep density anomalies can have little
affect on the high degree field if they are of reasonable size (e.g., Jeffreys, 1962) or are not
to give rise to unreasonably large shearing stresses (e.g., Higbie and Stacey, 1971a, b).
Kaula ( 1966, p. 08) first gave the simplest expression of the Earth's gravitational spec-
trust (from autocovariance analysis of gravi ► netry):
02 = (2Q + I ) ( I0 -5 / Q` )`,
a result which Nke will later show is a fair overall i pproximation, though too high up to
about deg ree W.
in recent years man gy attempts have been made to interpret the source of this spectrum
using mineralogic. seismologic, thermal as well as stress evidence (e.g., Kaula, 1963: Higbie
and Stacey. 1971b, Bott. 1971. Allan, 1972: Lambeck. 1976. Dziewonski. !977). K:,ula,
1977 concludes that the smoothness of the spectrum is probahly as significant as its general
form. (This smoothness may lie due to 'dynamic' compensation at depth as a result of
convective processes.)
Our goal here is more modest. to show that simple harmonic analysis of 'central' arcs
ol'licld' information %kill r.il l idly elucidate the spectrum. Our method complements Kaula's
( 1959) classical teclinitlue of autocovariant analysis (see also I leiskancn and Moritz, 1967,
pp. 252-259: Tscherfum! and Kapp. 1 (1 74), But the new method does not retlmre global
information and is more rapid (Will) access to the last Fourier transform).
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The expected value of the one dimensional power spectrum for this circle data is
	
go	 29	
2	 w2 I
E(I -^ + T2
n, ) a 
(Ell:(! )
	
F,2n
 (sin o) E—Cjn + ES	 (5)
	
a, Cos	 sin	 r 
/ ton r
	
I	
91n
assuming that the field coefficients are chosen from an uncorrelated population. But this is
a weak assumption and in any case we really seek the average power spectrum for a given
field over all possible great circles (or small circles of the same latitude). Consider the case
for great circle data. We assert (without proof here) that:
2 
» (V - n eye,")
	
2R
	
< (T '	 + T2 . > = 2(	 P 
2 (0)62	 (6)
n. cos	 n, un
) 	
7	 ri) Rn	 q
R-n
where
02
252 +1 )
the mean square coefficient by degree.
Note that for coefficients chosen from an uncorrelated population with
EC& = ES
R
2
M 
= 62
Q , (6) follows from (5) because the degree 
variance of an harmonic field is
RM
invariant under rotation. We choose the equator to evaluate the associated legendre.
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polynomials because of the simplicity and stability of the formulas for them there. For
munple, from Abramowitz and Stegun, 1964, we find'
[(f—n+l)(I + n+l)(22+5) --2
R+2,n	 (I—n+2)(R+n +2) 	 i,n
Using the spherical approximation of Bruns' formula ( Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967,
pp. 84-851 the average great circle geoid height (A) spectrum is:
• (4 - n even)
<(N2 . +N2 ^ $in )> = 2R	 P2 (0)8	 (8)
Q=n
Since the gravity anomaly field at the surface of the Earth is given by [e.g., Heiskanen and
Moritz, 1967, P. 891:
tlg y	 (Q — 1) PQm (sin 0) Cosa cos mA + gem sin mA
V-2 m =0
the average of the one dimensional power spectra for all great circle arcs of gravity anomaly
data is:
n even)
<(Agn. cps + 
Agn, sin) > = 2-1	
-1n 
(0) 
( Q — 1)2 SQ 	 (9)
Ron
where
_ µ
y 
- V
Similarly it is easily shown ( from the radial derivative of (1) and comparison with (6)]
	{drn; , ll'r`2> = 2-12 F (^;	 (+1)2(0)6	 (10)
^-n	 1 j
Of mare general interest (than tho radial) is the anotntalous line-of-sight acceleration
with raped to a fixed external direction. For example the (t miJual) tracking data returned
from spate probes or through high-low satellite-satellite exchange contains this kind of
information. The lin"f-sight of the signal actually changes slowly during the tracking of
the probe or low satellite due to the planet's rotation or the fact that the high satellite is not
at infinity. But these defects actually enhance the avering of aspects necessary to achieve
good global results.
The gravitational acceleration in the direction of the planet's spin axis (Z) provides a
convenient starting point for the "fixed" direction spectrum. From Motine (1969, p. 180,
21.140/141) we find these accelerations are:
A,, R) P , (sin 0) a
	 cos nix + h 
m 
sin mX	 (11)
r	 km	 f, ^n	 i,
Q=0 m -o`
where
(aem ,E Em ) _ \Rf
	
(2f-1)(t`—m` )t2Q+1)-1 	 (f'Q- t,ni' Sf - i,ni)	 (1'-)
Again, the average of all great -circle spectra of this (single direction) field can he expressed
simply in terms of the mean square coefficient by dcgret for (a, h) as in (6). (9) and (10).
Furthermore, we can show from ( 12) that this variance is:
5
Since d^ 
-1 is invent for any position of the z axis, the average of every fixed direc-
tion (D) spcctn c m is the same. We God;
2(e+1)(2^-t)2	 2	 2,.
^O# t?A.SM)> i sY	 lit	 r	 3(22 + i) P ,n (o)6	 . (14)
rya
Comparing (14) to (10) the average fixed direction spectrum of accelerations is no less than
2613 of the radial for realistic smooth gravitational spectra such as Kaula's rule. However, if
the probe is observed entirely crass track (normal to its orbit plant) the acceleration spec-
trum is weaker still since the leading tesseral harmonic is absent. In this case only, (12)
gives the average doss track (M spectrum directly (for all "equatorial" great circle tracks
observe.'. ffum a pale; p = 0):
^( - n even)
	 _
<(CT'' +C	 )^ A 2ya 
1: (i 1 (Q+ 0
^ 	 [('c'-1)(,-n`)(R+1)-1I f^,n(0) S^ 
-t (1$)n, cos	 n.sui
C-n,2
Finally, the data type most frequently encoutltered in spaa v tracking is range rate or
relative velocit y between the observer and the prate. Since acceleration (A) is the derivative
of velocity (V) we have used the harmonics of tracks of V data to estimate the corresponding
wave nurnbers of the A spectrum:
I	 I	 ( 'an
	 ,
	
1;, Cos fin, sin 
z -
p 	 ^^n . 4us # n, sin
	
(1M
cohere P is the period of the prolbe's orbit.
..l
inversion
Imagine that the averse circular "track" power spectra (p^) are available for a ^ztain
data type.. AD of these are related to an infinite sum of every other degree variance of the
spherical harmonic field starting at the degree equal to the wave number of the track spectra
(or one less for "fixed" direction spectra).
•(4 - n rm)
P2 	 s2R. n) (b or 62 . t 1	 (17)
a=a
where a are sensitivity factors for the various data types calculable from (h), (9), (10). (14)
or (16).
In practice this infinite system is solved iteratively for the spherical harmonic variances
6 2R 	high to low degree. It starts from a sufficiently high degree beyond the significant
power spectrum so that the truncation error ( from assuming d^
max 
Q = 0) is negligible.
In the "real world" probes do not follov , gnat circles over planets nor do observers
view them from fixed directions over complete (global arcs). But global power from 3on-
global arcs can be estimated from well known data "windows." furthermore, trajectories
of close satellites of even rapidly rotating planets are often close enough to great circles and
observing directions constant enough for this simple methoodc! gy to he useful.
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SIMULATIONS
We have constructed a taodel (spherical) Earth, rotating with 266 randomly chosen
point masses adde, t in three layers (at 20,150 and 1000 kn. depth) so as to give fairly realistic
degree variances (figure • I ). In the first simulation, ten (1/6 revolution) arcs of perfect geoid
height altimetric data tevery 10 seconds) front 200 km circular orbiting satellite ( 1 15°
inclination) has been taken (figure 2). The average track-power spectrum (rtns) for these
arcs are given in figure ; together %%ith the %clues expected from the degree variances for
this model [calculated from (M] wing ((0. The fidelity of these avera g es is remarkable
considering the field's high local roughness and its limited samplitrg here. l he global
power estimates were made I'rtmm residuals to simple end-matching trend Imes, using a transfer
1	 I
function P`(glohal) = P`( measured) /6, for the 1/6 revolution data IWagner. 1977, Appendix
C1. A smooth Mower law of the tornt An" + (' (I(19 n) has been fitted to these averages and
smooth mean seluare coefficients estimated from hack -solv ing equation (8). The results
( figure 1) ec:nfirm the orcrall accuracy of the method even to very high degree.
Spe,(ral analysis has been made of four( IQ revolution) arcs of perfect range rate data
(taken every 10 seconds) betwel•n a st, tionary satellite at 6.61 Furth radii and the 200 km
satellite ( figure 2). Average velocity power at altitude falls off steeply t figure 4). Starting
at about n0 cycles, the leakage or edge effect of the "rectan g ular window" begins to domi-
nate the spectrum. Using residuals to luadratic trend curves which match the first derivatives
as well as the data at the ends, the average power spectrum is drnnatically improved to about
170 cycles. Some aliasing and leakage is evident at still higher trceluencies.
Again a smooth poker function has been tit to the average spectral data (using the
Imear trend results up to 60 cycles and the quadratic to 166 cycles). Inversion of this func-
tlum I From ( 14) and ( 161 I is reason.thly a,curate up to about 100 cycles t Iigure 11. Above 100
I
i
I1!
r
r.
r
^r
t
H
cycles the snwoth variances an systematically ham, a result due to the lack of coverage of
the back side of the planet.
It stems likely that unless accuracies within 10% are required, it will not be necessary
to correct for Earth rotation or the 17* variation of direction to the low satellite from
syrchrcinous orbit.
Finally, we have a promising result using a single pass of simulated range rate data from
a Manua-orbiter type mission. Here we tracked a highly eccentric 24-hour orbiter from a
truly fixed direction normal to the orbit plane. We used the same model planet as before
but without rotation (figure 2). The significant data is highly compressed (in time) around
periapsis (200 km altitude) and our analysis is of a stretched out version of the data at equal
intervals of true anomaly (central angle 0). Figure 5 shows the line-of-sight acceleration of
this probe between t 30° of periapsis (data every .36° ). The power spectrum (using the
"rectangular' window) shows high frequency leakage beginning at about 150 cycles, but is
otherwise quite regular ( figure 6). We have estimated the spectrum for a circular orbit at
various radii along this trajectory [using ( 14) and (15) ] but no single spectrum or average of
spectra "fits" the trend of this data satisfactorily over all frequencies. However, the expected
circular orbit cross track spectrum is an improvement over the corresponding general fixed
direction spectrum at high frequencies (n > 50) . Examination of trajectories at different
longitudes shows that while the mid-frequency spectrum in figure 6 is indeed higher than
average. no simple circular orbit spectrum can accurately represent all frequencies. Nevcrthe-
less, the circular orbit spectra are fairly Rood first approximations.
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We have determined the smooth spectrum of the geopotential to high degree from
average track spec`ra using: (1) satellite altimetey over the oceans and (2) 1° X l° global
gravimetry. There is remarkable agreement between these two independent methods.
The altimetry consists of 81 arcs of sea surface heights (R. - tanley, private communi-
cations, 1977; Mc oogan, Leitao and Wells, 1975) over all the world's oceans estimated by
the radar altimeter aboard the Skylab IV and Geos 3 spacecrafts (figure 7), The individual
heights repres-nt averages over 15 to 20 ken but a few arcs have been sampled at up to 70 km
spacing (Wagner, 1977, Wagner, 1978). The original data is noisy (f 15 to 50 cm) and is
Lontamina .._ with low frequency orbit error (1 to 10 in: n - 0, 1, 2 cycles
.
/rev.). Tile orbit
error and most of the geoid signal to 20 cycles has been removed by fitting the heights to the
geoid from Goddard I-arth Model 7 (Wagner et al.. 1977) and empirical terms with these low
frequenJes. (iroup averages of the (Gen 7) residual slvctra for these arcs are shown in
figure 8. Tlfe "noise" tail starting at about 750 cycles corresponds to an average "white
noise" level of 21 cm.
We have also evaluated the spectrum of sea surface topography (departures from the
level geoid). Topography which chanpcs with time has been evaluated from (1): eleven
tacos 3 aitirncte: arc o verlaps (kNithin 10 kni, having 11.4 and 2 1 -2 month time separation),
( D a number of profiles over sea level air pressure neaps (e.g., Strahler, 1 467) interpreted as
an inverted barometer on the sea surface-, (3) a 20-minute Geos 3 profile in the Pacific of
luni -solar tide heights ( Fstes, 1977), and (4) similar profiles over bi-weekly averages of
topography for the lust Australian current (Boland and Manion, 1970). Actually ( ) and (4)
include "permanent" effects n; the lower frequencies.
The "permanent`' t ^ t;^raphv has been estimated from ( l ), four long profiles of Defant's
( l qc 1) snap of the North Aklantic [in: Apel, 19761 and (2). five similar profile; over annual
10
CD
1averages of surface topography for the Pacific (Wyrtki, 1075). Group averages for these
spectra are displayed on figure S. Note that at frequencies higher than 50 cycles the dynamic
(time varying) topography dominates the departure spectrum. The altimeter-measured
departure spectrum is fairly flat from 50 to 500 cycles. But above 500 cycles we have not
evaluated enough data to properly distinguish it from the (noise-reduced) surface height
spectrum. Using a composite avcrage of these departure spectra and subtracting from the
noise-reduced sea height spectrum, an estimated smooth geoid-track spectrum has been
derived.
The inversion of the sttwoth geoid-track spectrum according to (K) is shown in figure 9
along with the sane result from Wagner, 1 1478 using only about 1/2 of this data. The
stability of the solution appears to he c\celicnt. It is also confirmed by separate solutions
fiont independent data-arc sets.
An entirely different data set. 8,000 I" X 1" mean gravit y antmi alies ( R. 11. Kapp.
private communication. 1977) has also been analy1rd by this !nefhod. The remaining 'h,R00
l-lobal I° X I° rnomalics have been estimated 11% averaginh over the K adjacent I° blocks
centered on the missing data. All missing blocks werc first filled in with 5° X 5" me-in
values ( Rapp ,
 
N77).
11,rrnroni: analysis of the 1 80 gloh,d nrcridion.il arcs of this data set was petfornrcd with
the fast I :ourier transform (UppenhciIII ;rtu1 Schaler. 1 07 5). "i'hc tveragc Dower spectrum
from this analysis is slitmn in figure Ill. The overall comparison IS excellent With the spec-
trum 0\11MCLI from flit ,
 previous analysis of marine altimetry. Ill 	 this comparison it
is essential to use jin (9)1 geopotential variances reduced for the effects of l u X I° smoothinl!
(Pellinen. 1066. Rapp, 1 1 )77, pp. 18-20). Tht, anomaly poser remains high for high degree.
and the track spectra at n are sensitive to all geopotcnti.il variance% aho\e n of the same
parity. Thus the smoothing effect on I" anomalies is seen to extend hack as far as 10 cycles.
F '.
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We interl+let the excess of track power above 100 cycles to hr due principally to aliasing
because no "noise tail" is obvious. (It should he present at an av:rage white noise level above
12, nlgals.)
We estimate tht :tliasin;^ in a declining (lower spectrum, at and below the Nyquist limit
1 here. N = 180 cycles) it he given hy:1
	
1	 `N' B	 .3N	 I)
11'11 ►ahasc^l	 t 1 n ) e\t.^et • I	 I + ( I1	 I ^ 	 + ( n — I )	 1	 (I 81
I •	 1111e1e.
II'=I	 A 11 —I{ )'. it >1/ 1 	 llQ)
n
i^ 111. iower linut on the sloope of the "true" spectrum I lit nsures 111.11 the total signal is
i
titlite.
V	 From fleure 10, we estimate that B = 1 is the correct slope of the spectrum near
	
j	 the \NLlulsl 1111111, solnc%%hat flatter :(hove and steeper helow. (The Iin.Il result is fairly
imsensitile to this cstlnlatc• %%c .il%,, hole that Iol Illis slope the effect of the second fold
of Ire^lurn.'ies 1'., onl y I jr of the first at n = V I Using 118) we have corrected the
.n • elage track Spedrtlnl for allasing. 111cn. using (lit , odd .Illd 0%C11 fr'illlenCles Separately
( II1 contllll^I""' wltll .1 SIllootll e\t l':Iphlatloll "t, Ille power Ile y0"" I1	 (tit) to aeeollllt for
Illi I I'll 11C.11loll) %c Ira\'e folind both odd and even degree variances from imersion of (Q).
fhe result for individual degree variances however is too widel y
 l.Irying to he realistic.
Recall th 'It the (lack spectrum should he smoother 111.111 111e field spectrum since it is formed
11 - 0111 an infinite sum of the de g ree \ iriances. I t gentl y the nleridional arcs do not yield a	 I
fair sampling of the field .It Al	 only showing llorth-south lariatlons and over- 1
emphasizing the polar regions. Nevertheless. averaging the \.(dances in 10 degree groups
	 r
s
(l' 20) gives a ^nuootllcl result ( figure 1 t :igrecing icin l Lately well \% 1111 the nim ule geold
	
1	 spectrum ( Q	 25) and ( F < 20) the recent l ioddaid Fart11 y lodel I OIt ( 1 erch el .11., 11)78).
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Also shown on figure 11 is an early modification of Kau1a's rule 1'rom covariance analysis
of gravinletry (Kaula. NO IL)). The si) mhkf ,nit change honl 10-5/ V2 occurs for Q > 9 0 showing
greater power than the -rule." ss hich ►► e confirm from f > h0 to at least V = 400.
In summary. the gravitational slvctrunl of the Fart it I from r\tenskc harmonic analysis
of track spectra of marine altrtnetry (V > 20). surl'ace gravimetry (l' Q 180) as well as from
least squares solutions (or satellite tracking, and broader altimetry and ►;ravinleiry data
(l' < 36)1 is given closely by:
5` _ ah-l' 	 (20)
where:
I WS J = 1 2.6 h = 2.198 Q<10
106 a=50.1 1 ► =2.797: I0<f*, 20
106a=0.4310. h = 1'01): 20<l'< 50
10ha = 174 1• = I.68 1 50 < C k-- I iO
10^'a = I • { h	 2.06? : 150 < V < 400
10 a = 23.1 h=2.1 Q>400
T)lls speittlllll has I ,cetl towel it , call'111,IIe 111e total gCold po ►►'er above CAJI colllllele
degree ( rn1s, world-wide):
hl^(^max) = R	 cli,	 (221
The same lower from kmila's rille is closel y aplro ,kimated by ((,.I't'11^`1 nl
for ( Max "1 Ill (e g.. Chovitr, 1 0 73). I-igure I I shows that even if the geopoicntlal is known
perfectly to (180, ISO) about 46 cnl ol ' lower remains n1 the geold undulations. It should he
enll►hashed Ihat the pirecwiv^ spectra of(21) are smooth and Iliat variations for indl ► idual
degrees can he as great as 2j% (see figum Q).
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
An efficient method has been found to determine spherical harmonic spectra directly
from harmonic analysis of track data. The method is a "short cut" complement to the com-
plete covariance analysis of data on a sphere. It does not require global data and can make
use of the fast Fourier transform. The method has been developed for a wide variety of
satellite tracking (as well as surface) data types for application to the determination of
gravitational spectra. Included is a simple algorithm to allow for aliasing. In particular, the
smooth spectrum of the geopotential has been derived from global surface gravimetry and
the equivalent of I I revolutions of marine satellite altimery. Important points to note are:
(I) The present application is only strictly for probe data on great circle tracks;
(2) if the tracks are global, individual degree variances can be found but their accuracy
depends on sufficient number and distribution of tracks,
(3) if the tracks are not global, smooth (degree-averaged) spectra are found.
(4) results from non-global tracks within about 10% of great circles show smooth
spectra with no significant distortions,
(5) results from highly elliptical tracks (rectified) do show significant distortions but
may still be useful.
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Figure 3. Average Power Spectrum for 10 Arcs of Altimetry over Model Earth
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